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Algebraic Derivation of the Phillips Curve

I Let Y n be the natural rate of output (and assume it does not
change over time).

I Let Pe
t be the expected price level in year t.

I The short-run aggregate supply curve in year t:

Yt − Y n = a(Pt − Pe
t ),

= a [(Pt − Pt−1)− (Pe
t − Pt−1)]

= a(πt − πe
t ),

where πt is inflation in year t and πe
t is expected inflation in

year t.
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Algebraic Derivation of the Phillips Curve (cont’d)

I In the short run, output in year t varies inversely with the
unemployment rate in year t:

Yt − Y n = −b(ut − un),

where un is the natural rate of unemployment.

I Putting it all together:

πt − πe
t = −γ(ut − un),

where γ = b/a.
I This is the so-called expectations-augmented Phillips curve.

I The left-hand side is unanticipated inflation.
I The right-hand side is the deviation of the unemployment rate

from its natural rate.
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Unemployment and Inflation in the 1960’s

I Low and stable inflation:

πe
t ≈ 0.

I This led to a stable tradeoff between inflation and the
unemployment rate with the government (via the Federal
Reserve) could try to exploit using monetary policy:

πt = −γ(ut − un).
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Figure 12.1 The Phillips curve and the U.S. 
economy during the 1960s
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Unemployment and Inflation in the 1970’s

I All *!&@# breaks loose!

I The apparent stable tradeoff vanishes.

I Why? If the government tries to exploit the tradeoff, actors in
the economy figure this out and adjust their expectations
about inflation.

I Lesson: Surprises to the inflation rate can have real effects
(on unemployment and output), but predictable or systematic
movements in the inflation rate cannot.
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Figure 12.2 Inflation and unemployment in 
the United States, 1970–2002
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Practical Version of the Phillips Curve

I In practice, last year’s inflation rate serves as a good predictor
(or forecast) of this year’s inflation rate: πe

t = πt−1.

I In this case, the Phillips curve becomes:

πt − πt−1 = −γ(ut − un).

I If ut > un, πt < πt−1 (inflation decreases).

I If ut < un, πt > πt−1 (inflation increases).

I If ut = un, πt = πt−1 (inflation does not change).

I The natural rate of unemployment (un) is, therefore,
sometimes called the non-accelerating inflation rate of
unemployment.
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Figure 12.7 The expectations-augmented Phillips 
curve in the United States, 1970–2002
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Figure 12.9 Actual and natural 
unemployment rates in the United States
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Should the Fed’s Discretion be Restricted?

I Should the Federal Reserve be allowed to follow discretionary
policy unhindered by rules and regulations?

I For example, the Fed might want to raise inflation
unexpectedly (by loosening monetary policy unexpectedly), so
as to induce a temporary fall in unemployment.

I Recall that: πt − πe
t = −γ(ut − un). If πt increases but πe

t

does not, then ut decreases.

I That seems like a good thing!
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Time Inconsistency

I But there is a problem: if consumers/workers/firms are
“savvy”, then expected inflation adjusts quickly.

I The end result is high inflation, but no change in the
unemployment rate!

I The Fed faces what is known as a time-inconsistency problem:
if it announces a target for inflation, it is tempted to deviate
from this target to achieve its other goal of keeping
unemployment low.

I But this generally leads to bad outcomes (high inflation, but
no change in unemployment)!

I Possible solution: “conservative” central bankers who do not
try to surprise people, instead announcing inflation targets
and sticking to them at the possible expense of high
unemployment rates. (The New Zealand central bank was an
early pioneer.)
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Should the Fed Reduce Inflation to Zero?

I The inflation rate in the U.S. has been low for many years.
Should the Fed try to reduce it further?

I Pros: Costs of inflation (shoeleather costs, menu costs,
increased variability of relative prices, arbitrary redistributions
of wealth associated with dollar-denominated debt) are
reduced.

I But these costs are already low with low and stable inflation.

I Cons: Reducing inflation usually requires putting the economy
through a recession (unless the Fed is very good at credibly
manipulating inflation expectations).

I The sacrifice ratio is the number of percentage points of
annual output lost in the process of reducing inflation by one
percentage point.

I A typical estimate of the sacrifice ratio is 5: reducing inflation
from 2% to 0% would entail the loss of 10% of output.
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